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0:01 Hey everyone, it's Naomi Wolf, not a medical doctor, doctor of poetry, and I'm
CEO of Daily Clout and author of the podcast Outspoken and the essays on
Substack Outspoken.

0:16 I'm reading you today my latest essay, which I think is one of my most
important in terms of its newsworthiness, in which I discovered, based on
primary source documentation,

0:31 that the mass migration of millions at our Southern US border is funded by the
UN and by the White House and by USAID, which is a White House program,
and by the State Department.

0:44 And it's absolutely shocking and that many of these individuals,

0:49 who are coming in over the border in this three-country staging area are from
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Marilyn Apr 16

Dear Naomi,

I just listened to your interview with Tucker Carlson. So glad you're reading the

Bible. You mentioned Jonanathan Cahn, a Messianic Jew. You might be interested

in listening to some vides of James Tour. He is a world-renowned scientist from a

secular Jewish family who became a believer in Jesus in college:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JVGMa9yuqnM

Blessings to you; I appreciate your honesty and courage,

Marilyn Lee
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Jean Pierre LaRocque Apr 16

Ge I wonder , the illegals , are they showing proof of so called vaccination before

being allowed into the USA....arrrgh!
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Son Of George Son Of George Apr 14

I'm also sorry (not sorry) to mention, and I might be banned into oblivion for saying

so...but William "Bill" Cooper warned about this back in the 1990's. He warned

EXACTLY about what the UN is doing, right here, right now. I just want to invoke his

name because there was prior warning, and he was also assassinated because of it.

I'm not surprised about what the UN is doing.
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Son Of George Son Of George Apr 14

It doesn't happen in Canada, what you describe. The legal "newcomers" are not

required to learn the so-called "official" languages. They go to their ghettos, and

are proud of it. Brampton is a great example. And that does not even describe the

illegal ones that have been flooding our border since Dear Leader has been "in

charge" pushing the WEF's agenda.
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Di Chez Di’s Substack Apr 14 · edited Apr 14

While here in Texas we've got hot wheels acting like he's battling mass immigration.

Can you say DAY LATE DOLLAR SHORT?! Lately I've seen more rag heads then

mexican! One evening I was at our local TJ Maxx and over half in there was anything

BUT white or mexican. As I was walking out I saw several rag heads on the sidewalk

chatting. Seemed innocent. Then I saw this car coming my way and took notice

because it was NICE! Older, but NICE! It was a big, boxy Mercedes. As I worked my

eyes all around the car I then met eye contact with 2 rag heads. They were fixated

on me and I glared at them in disgust. (On one of my conservative social media

sites my profile pic says...I'm I'm ever murdered just know I talked shit til the end!)

100% me! Anyway after they saw my look of disgust they looked at each other and

said something. I got to my car and as I grabbed the handle I noticed they paused,

but then goosed it and went on. They ended up pulling in right behind me. I was

texting someone...with doors locked of course. My point is ain't nothing being done

about illegal immigrants and if they started yesterday rounding them up it's still too

late! PS I read your Substack on how NY has changed. I teared up. I don't cry

much...if ever. I did cry when I was told my blood looks like it vaxxed. That was mad

and scared tears. I don't know if I pitty all the ones walking around thinking things

are a-okay...or if I'm jelly?! You're a good peep Dr. Naomi. God bless and keep you

safe! May He give you the strength and means to keep fighting the good fight! And

all God's people said...AMEN!
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Ray McGinnis Apr 13

Dear Naomi, you deserved the standard of respectful conduct that we've come to

expect for many generations. That taxi driver was completely out of line, as you

detail. It's shocking and very concerning. May your account prepare other women

to be prepared to be "in-your-face" with these taxi drivers that need a lesson in

cultural etiquette here in North America.
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Mary Apr 13

I knew about the moon, and about the things the video mentioned-I bought Cathy

O Brians book, and the books that Robert David Steele brought forward about the

debauchery.
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Gayle R Apr 13

Maybe go nuclear on the next sexist taxi driver. He may be coached but American

women are not taking his bull crap!
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Rebecca J. Briggs Apr 13

Wow! Thank you Naomi for reporting on this issue - I’ve been harassed in a taxi

before (in New Haven) after traveling by train from NYC & I was peeved - thinking

where is chivalry, where is the America I grew up in???
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Mary Apr 13

my experience w muslim men (Iranian , Afghanistani) who lived in U.S. is that they

are extremely polite, sophisticated and rather charming but i'm going back to late

70s, 80s. in northern california, midwest college town. Hey also an uber driver a

few yrs ago in detroit who was from Lebanon or Jordan (not sure he was muslim

though). Very polite & awake. Anyway i will have to say i think this is more of a deep

state socially engineered problem. Wouldn't surprise me one bit that these rude

cab drivers have been coached along the way in their "immigration process" to

(invasion of?) the U.S. to not put up w any crap from Americans including females.

Told that our (America's) time was over & to treat us as such. Yes this kind of thing

is a common CIA /deep state tactic. research Operation Nothrwoods. General

Lemitzers proposal in 1962 to JFK is outlined in James Douglasses book JFK And

The Unspeakable
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Jim Apr 13

Naomi, our prayers are with you and our country! May God grace us and rescue us

from the evil that rules today.
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Danny Huckabee Apr 13

I am not surprised you were insulted and degraded by your driver. I assume he was

Muslim because in Islam, females and inferior to males and are only good for sex,

childbearing, and babysitting. Sharia Law mandates female genital mutilation, a

wholly unnecessary procedure, honor killings of females (and females only) who

dishonor their families somehow, child marriages (Mohammed had a 9 year old

wife), and polygamy. Kaffirs, which is to say non-Muslims or infidels, are all inferior

to all Muslims and their females are even less than Muslim women. So, your driver

saw you as a less than human person, which is to say, a male, and was therefore

offended that you did anything but shut up. (BTW, African pagans also use many of

the same tools to suppress their females as the Muslims).

Regarding the mass invasion of the U.S. (and all Western societies), this is a plan by

the communists worldwide to destroy all of us, as you can see here but is much

more advanced in the EU. Then, they can finally seize all power and control.

Promoted and supported by the most racist and violent government in history, the

Chinese Communist Party (which is actually a national socialist party), they work to

bring in hordes of illiterate, unskilled and violent young males from 3rd world

country and literally turn them loose on the natives, everywhere. It is the great

replacement theory in action. All around us we see societal collapse and chaos,

which is as Lenin would have liked it: "More chaos!" as he was quoted saying, many

times.

Your and your team from the Posse have done a great job in exposing the Chinese

bioweapon mRNA injections, which was designed to sicken and kill all takers. Now it

is time to spread the word about about this cataclysm befalling us, and all of

civilization. If not, we all face a future of either living under Chinese fascism, or an

Islamic one.

Danny Huckabee
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Anita Söderman Anita’s Substack Apr 13

It is a fact that this predominantly male immigration mostly hits the women of the

host country, i e uncivilities, rapings, poverty, and women as bearer of yes, the

culture. The fear of not going out nights, always picking the right streets, having

your kids being humiliated, being passed over in shops and certainly the financial

brunt to bear of extra millions of mostly men not particularly keen on working.

Seems like getting out of UN and its horrid clause to accept arriving immigrants at

all cost, is the only escape from the immigrant tyranny.

Sadly, the national governments are all puppets of the UN and the DAVOS greater

scheme of things. In addition suffice to read Cathy O´Brian´s Trance on mind

control to realize what happens to all unacompanied children arriving.... - It is all

evil malintention to ruin the West by some inbred degenerates, so called globalists,

to operate mainly the US and Europe to the total detriment of our countries, no

less. So out of UN and other international bodies remains the only remedy! We

know in Sweden! Wait til they are taking over the schools, the welfare benefits, alas

the prisons because of their constant crimes, rapings, killings ...creating failed

states of the West, to the benefit of absolutely noone in the end!

The reporting is excellent btw, covering all the details, worthy of journalist Yon.....
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Anita Söderman Anita’s Substack Apr 13
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Mary Apr 13

So, why do New Yorkers vote for these leaders? Leaders who do not seem to have

sworn an oath of office and seem to be bent on destroying the culture? All they

have to do is vote to get the vermin out. Yet, they seem to be voting hard left. When

that happens, they give their freedom to communist type leaders that are in place

to destroy every last freedom. They are inviting the armies around the world into

our country. They VOTED for this, they continue to vote for it, they listen to left

news, embrace it, and spout it as the WAY. Sad.
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E. Grogan Apr 13

1) Part of it is because elections are stolen and have been for eons. I've seen

the dishones cheating myself in real time.

2 Dems are on automatic pilot; IOW they have been voting Dem since God was

a corporal and don't bother to check out each individual candidate. Nor do

they tend to watch or listen to news unless it's CNN, MSNBC, ABC or their

beloved NPR. They have NO idea of the truth of what is going on. They still

don't think illegals are causing any problems because they're in a fog and

because they never think things through and use logic, reason or especially

COMMON SENSE - which sadly, isn't so common any more. That's my 2 cents.
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Di Chez Di’s Substack Apr 14

I'll add because they keep getting away with election fraud less and less

people vote. Sad part is THAT'S EXACTLY WHAT THEY WANT! Then they

won't even have to cheat and get 1000% caught like in 2020! Boggles my

mind people give up. Americans are LAZY and just keep believing some

politician is going to go rogue and fix it! It's like rfk...people believe he'll

hit the podium and say vaccines are banned and we are shutting down big

pharma! Nope! If he did every crooked judge would block it! If we don't

start being the sqeakiest wheel...nothing will EVER change!
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E. Grogan Apr 14

Agreed! It's as if we Americans have been hypnotized...
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Di Chez Di’s Substack Apr 14 · edited Apr 14

For real and it's SCARY! People don't want to hear A-Z to then

make their own assessment! They will not absolutely EVER get

the clot shot, but will still get the flu shot. WTH?! So the same

people that make one...also make the other...but you TRUST

it??? My head explodes every time someone I thought was

remotely intelligent says that! Honestly it comes down to nobody

wants to possibly have to do something about it that could affect

their livelihood. (Vacations to Pedo Disney for example 

🙄

)

While not realizing communism will affect their livelihood MORE

than anything and until the end of their lives, because you don't

recover from communism! If we'd had pitched a be-atch fit

about being shut down or at least for Christ's sake after election

was stolen...we'd be in such a better place! Now they've had

plenty of time to fag up our military, kill our finances, and have a

plan of attack against us! They were just testing us and we

FAILED MISERABLY! But thank God all those people posted

videos on fascistbook of them telling their mothers and

grandmother's hi through windows while wearing a mask! Lordt

help us!
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Mary Apr 13

Well said. I am not surprised at the theft.
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E. Grogan Apr 13

I'm not surprised at the theft either. I've known since 1961 our

elections are rigged. My uncle, a very honest man, had always voted

Dem. In 1960 when they held the Dem convention to vote for the

Dem candidate, JFK's dad's henchmen were going around offering $

to those who did the voting for the best candidate. When they got to

my uncle, he was so incensed at the bribe that he turned down their

money, walked out and vowed NEVER to vote Dem again. He kept his

promise and never did. He left convention without casting a vote. I

also saw election laws broken in Calif when I lived there. I also saw

the numbers on TV screen flip on election night 2020. Within 10

seconds, number of Trump votes went down while at the same time

Biden votes went much higher. I've NEVER seen that happen until

that night. Those are just a few examples.
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Di Chez Di’s Substack Apr 14 · edited Apr 14

Awesome story! Thank you for sharing! My friend from Austin

and I were texting the other day talking about the phenomenon

of people infatuated with rfk. I said let's get one thing clear

about JFK...he might have had some good ideas, but he wasn't a

stand up, good guy! My friend, who's also a yankee originally like

me replied, (pardon her language...I love her regardless!) "HELL

NO HE WASN'T! HE WAS A NO GOOD POS!" I added a cheating

pos at that! When you see people wanting rfk JUST for vax

reasons, when we've already beat it and people will NEVER be

forced and they KNOW it, you have to scratch your head

wondering if the Kennedy family history has been wiped out by

the Men In Black light do-dads or what?! He's a career politician

and self proclaimed not great guy. Yes most people mature. Or

you just get old and ugly enough womanizing isn't on the table

anymore. Sad part is I'm not sure we have a decent candidate

and the next vp pick should be very telling, because rfk's pick

stinks! A vote for him is a vote for the democrats and he'll fill

every spot he can with them!
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Mary Apr 13

I followed all the election info on the 5 swing states, and Lindell's

research. Followed what happened in AZ, and I know they are

stealing them. After 2020, it became clear that they have been

selecting for years. All through my life, I would see both sides

get elected, and nothing would change significantly. I think it is a

uniparty with a lot of corrupted people, and corrupt bureaucrats

in govt. So many sold out rats. Yes, I saw the flips as well. And

the Italian satelite rented to the Vatican, there was testimony in

an Italian Court that said they were in on it. Several countries

were. This is a global attempt to destroy our country and the

govt appears to be in on it. (Covid-jab). Your Uncle had integrity.
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LINCOLN LOVER Apr 14

When you speak of the vatican, you are saying more than

you think, for this is the seat of power and authority which is

given by the dragon/Satan...Rev13:2. "They" have covered

this up for centuries, to the point that no one really

understands now, that the antichrist is and has been

controlling and devouring this world for centuries [Daniel 7].

There is a crack in their "armor" tho and a few people are

beginning to understand. There is an entire history of this

info. on Trinity Foundation.
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Mary Apr 14 · edited Apr 14

Yes, I have studied this for a long time. The roots of

that evil tree runs deep, thanks for the additional info, I

have a lot of information, and like to add to it for proof

to normies.
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E. Grogan Apr 13

Sounds like you've really done your research, Mary, kudos

to you! I wish more Americans took this seriously and did

some research or at least listened to those who did. Yes,

definitely Arizona saw a lot of election fraud. I believe this is

a global attempt to destroy every country, especially

America because we were the last truly free country, our

constitution was strong and protected us and we were the

last armed country with citizens who have guns. Globalists

want to destroy every country until there are no countries,

just one big world where we were all held captive prisoners.

Here is a video you may want to watch - from Martin Brodel

on Rumble. He gets intel from white hat military so his

source is very, very solid. We've been in control since 2017

even though it doesn't look like it. We had to play 5D chess

to make it look like we were losing so deep state relaed and

let their guard down I think.

https://rumble.com/v4p3om6-41224-all-intel-from-our-

source-and-viewers.html
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Mary Apr 13

Thanks, Semper fi
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E. Grogan Apr 13

P.S. - I say this as someone who voted Dem for many years until I watched

Trump's inauguration in Jan. 2017. That's when the veil was lifted from my

eyes and I began to see clearly.
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Jeron Smith Apr 13

The 12-year-old grandson of a friend of mine was mowed down in Florissant, MO,

by an illegal immigrant doing 70 mph in a 40 mph zone without license or coverage

before Christmas 2023. Sick of it. Zero respect for the law, safety, decency.

Welcome to Absurdistan.
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Di Chez Di’s Substack Apr 14

OMGosh how absolutely devastating!!! Look at all the young girls being raped

and murdered. However, was it any surprise when it was reported that was

going on at the border while waiting to be vetted?! If you haven't watched

Police State it's well worth purchasing! Remember hearing about the one

whistle-blower lady at the border? She's in it. She said she took that

government job thinking she was helping! I can't remember exactly salary, but

it was ALOT! She and another man start questioning things. She said these

kids were supposedly going to family here, but when 15 went to this one hotel

she started questioning! They immediately her to the gate! She said when she

left the count was 85,000 children that had supposedly been passed on to

their family! She went on to tell about one boy that was passed around so

much on way to border he'll be in diapers the rest of his life. That statement

will haunt me until my death. 

🥺
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James Goodrich J Goodrich News Letter Apr 13 · edited Apr 13

There has only been a few times in my life that I have felt this way. It makes me

think of how the people must have felt during the Maoist revolution, or when the

German monarchy over time sat back and allowed the Nazi regime to take power, or

the Bolshevik revolution in Russia. How helpless the people must have felt. I’m a

strong solution oriented contractor that never feels helpless, but watching both

parties in this government allow an invasion with no reaction to even try to stop this

treason is completely disheartening to say the least. Allowing this to happen

devalues American citizenship to next to nothing. For too long I have felt I am no

longer represented by any of these traitors that call themselves politicians. They sit

back, and allow this half witted traitor in the Whitehouse the ability to destroy what

my family has fought so hard for. They all get rich with insider trading, lobbyist

money, bribes. They vote for massive deficit spending bills that is bankrupting

generations and generations, many that haven’t been born yet. How incredibly

selfish these traitors are. We are told to vote for someone that makes a nice speech

or maybe wears a cowboy hat, only to watch them go to Washington DC and stab

all of their constituents in the back over and over again. Voting has become an

illusion where you are told to vote if you want change but all of the politicians are

weak phony hypocrites when it actually comes time to stand up and fight for the

truth. As bad as things are they are going to get much much worse. When the dollar

becomes completely worthless and your family begins to starve to death like one of

my uncles did when he was only 7 years old in the depression, you will see people

finally get off their fat asses and head to DC and America maybe will finally wake.

It’s really sad people will have to die before we finally remove these traitors from

our buildings in Washington DC. I only wish I could predict the outcome of this

insanity driven by this insane government we are forced to survive under.
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tom Apr 13

Obama and Bush woke me up to your revelation! Welcome awaken one! DC

only takes orders from the Central Bankers and the Zionists of Israel and has

since after WW2! We haven't much time left, the election of Trump pushed

their agenda back 4 years but they have already closed that gap!
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Ontological Shock Apr 13

I know people use "bombshell" for clicks, but in this case it is the only way to

describe the effect of what you've just written. It's one thing to suspect and even

believe that we're being undermined by our own government, but to have that

suspicion validated, and supporting facts verified is, well, somewhat of an

ontological shock. The one thing I would disagree with was your question about

what we're going to do when someone like your cab driver is running the

government. We don't need to wait for that when we already have people who look

like they came out of say, Scranton, or Oakland, or Yonkers, plotting our destruction

from within our own culture! Their lies are breathtaking, their lack of humanity is

bewildering. But ultimately, the more their evil deeds are exposed, the more clarity

it brings to the people they are trying to wipe off the face of the earth. This is next

level exposure. Should be #1 story in the U.S.
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CM Apr 13

Wow, lots of Jew haters in these comments. Arguably, they are the definition of

white supremacy. l want to stop the illegal immigrant disaster. Blaming Jews?

Insanity
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Abuse Productions Apr 13

Maybe there is something to pointing to the culprits instead of using big, over-

arching word choices that don't really tell us who is really doing this:

https://www.bitchute.com/video/6fQLNTKNkn81/
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E. Grogan Apr 13

These are not the Jews of the Bible we are talking about or the good Jews who

love their children, work hard and are really, really good folks. I've known many

of that type and have had close friends like that, too. These re the true Jews of

the Bible But there is a group called Khazarian Jews and they aren't real Jews.

DNA tests of them tell us they are Turkish and Mongolian with no connection

to historical Jews in Bible. They will tell you that's where they come from but

they are lying. They were the people who worshipped Baal in Bible and now

claim they were of the Bible but aren't. In 900's they were in Russia and did a

lot of very evil things to Russian people so Russian govt told them to choose a

religion either Christian, Jewish or Moslem and get the hell out of their country.

They left and have pretended to be Jewish ever since. Who they really worship

is Satan/Baal. They do evil satanic things. I hope this helps. If you look online

you might find the true history of them if you google something like: true

history of khazarian mafia. It can be hard to find, though. These are the folks

behind U.N., WHO and a lot of other groups like that. They own all the media

worldwide so our mainstream news comes from them. I have NEVER been

racist or anti-semitic in my life. But the people in this group are evil and that's

what they worship and pursue. They are NOT the true Jews. Hope this helps.
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Di Chez Di’s Substack Apr 14

Agreed. I understand CM's frustration though and I'm not Jewish AT ALL!

But even on Gab there's a whole bunch that do NOTHING POSITIVE TO

OUR CAUSE but say it's ALL jews. I always think yeah the people you are

referencing are Jewish (Fauci, Walensky for example) and wouldn't it be

nice if it was just ONE ethnicity?! That'd be simple ay?! However, there's

only 2 kinds of people...good and bad. All this boils down to...The root of

ALL evil is the love/LUST of money! Not wanting to prosper or eat, but

where you'll do ANYTHING for it! Including MURDER! God didn't have that

written in the Bible for kicks and giggles! Today I believe the term

is...follow the money.
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LINCOLN LOVER Apr 14

These are those who are running the whole world and using whomever

they can to foment wars and strife where there is none. They are

murderers of all or any who would oppose them, they are the

jesuits/defenders of the seat of the antichrist/popes. Read their oath

which is in the congressional record. I have read stacks of history books

about all this. They use these "jews" [ the ones you describe so well] to

hide behind and use this scenario to keep the world at war and hatred.
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E. Grogan Apr 14

I agree with most of what you say; however, I think it's the other way

around - the "joos" use Jesuits. These joos go back thousands of

years and caused trouble whever they went. They go back to the

Bible and are the ones who worshipped Baal/idols. The ones Jesus

called "Synagogue of Satan." Jesuits didn't come along until 1500s.

According to Robert Sepehr on Y.T. joos created jesuits and control

them. If you look around anything of any importance is run by joos

including all of America's mainstream news channels on TV. They run

the entire Hollywood film industry and always have. These fake joos

were so horrendous that they were kicked out of Russia in 900's but

also other countries, in all about 109 countries IIRC. They go back a

very long time.
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LINCOLN LOVER Apr 15

I can see what you are saying. Read PD Stuart, Codeword

Barbelon, volume 1 and 2, but especially volume 1 and see then

what you think.
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E. Grogan Apr 15

I still have a hard time with Jesuits being in charge of

Khazarians. We have DNA results which traces ancestry

back to Turks/Mongolians and the fact that they were

already causing huge problems everywhere they went for

hundreds of years way before Jesuits. They have a very

long history. I don't doubt Jesuits are part of Illuminati, I"ve

been doing deep research about deep state/Illuminati for 27

yrs, every single day for several hours everyday. Just my 2

cents.
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LINCOLN LOVER Apr 16

Yes, I get it. Before the jesuits formed in 1535, there

was the seat of the papacy which ruled over the Dark

Ages. That history is long, 1260 years is the biblical

number. Those [popes] fought the crusades for

centuries. Those popes had control over leaders/Kings

of those days of which I have no specific historical

knowledge. Just a thought.
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E. Grogan Apr 16

P.S. - I just saw this right after I responded to your

reply (below). Very interesting! This is huge!!!

"Italy faces catastrophic collapse of Catholic faith

as Mass attendance falls to 10% or below"

https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-

bin/forum.cgi?read=239192
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LINCOLN LOVER Apr 16

Not surprised as this is the goal of the

present pope. If you read the Catholic Lifesite

news you will see the demise of the RCC as

the pope tries to direct people into a one

world religion and world gov't, of which the

papacy is the head thereof. OF COURSE THE

CATHOLICS ARE HAVING FITS OVER THIS

BUT WILL NOT LEAVE THIS CHURCH

DESPITE THAT Revelation 18:4 clearly calls
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God's people out of "her" [[the Harlot

church]. I AM BANNED FROM COMMENTING

ON THAT SITE. THEY ARE THE ONLY ONES

WHO CONSISTENTLY REPORT ON THE

PAPACY of Francis tho, so I read it anyway.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

E. Grogan Apr 16

Agreed! It's a very important part of this whole evil

movement. I knew papacy was evil when I learned

about Hypatia being skinned alive (among other

things) by emissaries of Vatican/papacy in 4th

century A.D. She was librarian for LIbrary at

Alexandria and they took some scrolls (which have

never been shown to public), burned down the

rest of the library (valuable scrolls which we will

never know what was in them) and skinned her

alive on the steps of that library. That was it for

me. I went to Catholic school for grammar school -

my parents couldn't find any Protestant schools to

send me to and didn't like public schools so I went

to Catholic school. My mom already knew

unsavory things about that church but wanted us

to have Christian upbringing. I was taught at that

school that Catholic church at Council of Nicea

"made corrections to the Bible to make sure it was

accurate". That was it for me with that group. btw,

I had bought a copy of Volume 2 of the book you

suggested and found it yesterday so will be

reading it. I paid $15 for it a few yrs ago - it is now

$300 on Amazon; a sure sign they do NOT want us

to read it. That means I'll be reading it cover to

cover! LOL. Thanks for bringing it up, I'd forgotten

about that book.
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LINCOLN LOVER Apr 16

Great! After you read volume 2 you will

definitely want to read volume1! Volume 1

deals with one group alone, the one which

devours the whole world!

I grew up Roman Catholic and went to

Catholic school as well, in a 100% Catholic

town. I left that as a young adult and learned

quite a long time later of the wickedness of

the papacy which sealed my decision. I also

learned about all the lies I was taught about

history! Since then I have been reading

history of the Protestant Reformation by

Merle D'Aubigne and JA Wylie along with

bible study and reading of Puritans and bios

of great Christians. AAll this paints the picture

of where we are today!
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David Lamb Cosmic Consultant Apr 13

Right, speaking truth about a Satanic cult religion that’s virtually all white, and

that oppresses it’s own non-white members, is somehow “white supremacy”.

Good troll, way to flaunt your idiocy programming.
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tom Apr 13

Educate yourself on Zionist, Talmudic Jews non Jews, you know, the Central

Bankers who control the everything from Congress (Netanyahu's words not

mine) Entertainment industry, most fortune 300 companies, pro sports let

alone 70% Congress and the Senate holding duel citizenship with Israel! I

could go on, but if you still have a problem understanding Americans anger

then you most certainly one of them!
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micciot Apr 13

Naomi, share a bottle of fine wine with Samantha Power and let us know her take

🍷
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Donna Klemm Apr 13

This should be on every network. The people need to know but there will always be

the doubters.

Thank you for this very informative report. I have passed this along to several

friends hoping to get more informed. Thanks again for all your hard work.
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Ginny Robinson-Brown Apr 13

This was easier than I thought, I didn’t think I could find it so quickly. Anyway, when

I found out Heidi Cruz was working for the CFR, I figured Ted Cruz would be

connected, as well. This is also why ppl who believe Obama created the Deep State

are missing the whole “deep state” point. Obama didn’t create the Deep State, the

Deep State created Obama. This document scared me years ago, and I think it’s

even more relevant now. They’re TELLING US what they want to do, and have been

for years. They need our consent to some extent, and unfortunately all the

propaganda around calling out illegal immigration, saying you’re racist if you call it

out, is designed to obtain consent. Or at least make it look like there’s consent.

I really hope the left and the right can come to understand that nothing in this

country right now is a “left vs right” issue, it’s ALL a “people vs the State” issue. We

have to stop fighting each other if we are to have any hope whatsoever of salvaging

this country.

https://cdn.cfr.org/sites/default/files/report_pdf/PDF%20posted%20on%20web--

English.pdf?

_gl=1*18i4q10*_ga*NTU1Mzc4MzI1LjE3MTMwMzU0ODA.*_ga_24W5E70YKH*MTcx

MzAzNTQ4MC4xLjAuMTcxMzAzNTQ4MC42MC4wLjA.
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David Lamb Cosmic Consultant Apr 13

It is about ‘left’ vs ‘right’, because the ‘left’ are the agents willingly helping

create a global slavery system. Marxism was devised specifically for this

purpose. Study what the Bolsheviks did to Russia a century ago, and you’ll see

the exact same blueprint in effect today. The ‘right’, if outlining the political

spectrum in a rational way, is liberty and respect for individual sovereignty,

while the ‘left’ is collectivism and the elimination of the sovereign individual

(always in service to hidden masters). Leftists will always work to eliminate

people on the right, because it’s the only way they can be in power, and

therefore would never be trusted by anyone wanting to be free, if people were

rational.
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LINCOLN LOVER Apr 14

For we wrestle not against flesh and blood but against principalities,

against powers, against the rulers of darkness of this world, against

spiritual wickedness in high places. Ephesians 6:12 In Revelation 13:2 it

reveals that this spiritual seat of power and authority is given by the

dragon/devil. THIS IS THE SEAT OF THE ANTICHRIST, WHOM MOST

PEOPLE THINK WE CANNOT KNOW YET, BUT IN HISTORY HE HAS BEEN

KNOWN AND IS WHY WE ARE SUFFERING SO MUCH NOW. History is

where we find the truth that the papacy is and always has been, this man

of sin,[2Thessalonians2] son of perdition and the bible marks him thus.

[[Romans 16:17]
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Ginny Robinson-Brown Apr 13

If you think that the “rational way” still applies, you’ve lost the plot. When

you have members of the political left AND the political right sitting at the

same table at Council on Foreign Relations meetings, co-authoring the

same documents, advocating for the same things, then you no longer

have any real division. The pretend war they fight for show is just theater.

Mike Johnson just helped bring back FISA spying on Americans, and you

think the right is still fighting for freedom in any meaningful way?

Conservative Justices like Roberts ushered in Obamacare and other

massive government over reaches, and the republicans pretending to

fight Obamacare stopped saying “repeal” very early on, and started

saying “repeal and replace”, and not once did they go after Obamacare on

the Origination Clause. No, your political leaders are all wanting the same

things, and it’s time ppl wake up to this. You have a few good ones, but

they’re few and far between. Thomas Massie is one. The rest are all about

the slavery you mentioned, so long as it’s their party in control of it. You

have to accept it for what it is—that your war with the left is exactly what

they want you to do. They WANT us to fight amongst ourselves so we’ll

accept “middle ground” that is always edging more towards

totalitarianism. If you can’t see how the Mitch McConnells of the

Republican Party has helped support that system, I don’t know what to tell

you.
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Mary Apr 13

yes of course, anyone leaning too far on either side is wearing

blinders...
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David Lamb Cosmic Consultant Apr 13

Where do you see any suggestion from me that reason “still applies”?

Of course emotion and mass mental illness will continue to create the

same endless slavery drama. Included in that emotion-driven

irrationality is pretending that those who you mention are on the

‘right’. You’re choosing to define your view using centuries of leftist

propaganda.
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SPQR70AD Apr 13

tens of millions of non whites invading the US a year is to eliminate the white race a

jewish plan
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LINCOLN LOVER Apr 14

They have done the same to all white Christian nations. IT IS THE VATICAN

WHO CALLS ALL THE SHOTS.
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SPQR70AD Apr 14

yes it is the pope. jews are totally powerless. you can tell that the way the

whole world has bowed to the jews and financing the slaughter in Gaza
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Ginny Robinson-Brown Apr 13

There was a “plan” that Heidi Cruz (Ted Cruz’s wife) helped author awhile back

about turning all of North America into one country, using bio-identification (I can’t

remember the exact term right now, maybe someone else will know) created by the

US military (and tested in the Middle East to “identify terrorists”) that would allow

ppl to travel back and forth. The most terrifying thing about this plan was that the

constitution that would prevail over Canada, the US, and Mexico would be the one

with the fewest recognized rights (Mexico). I’ll have to see if I can dig up that

document bc I can’t help but think of it now. I wonder if this is what’s being

implemented, or at least a relative of that plan is now being carried out.
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E. Grogan Apr 13

I haven't seen the video yet but I do know that what they want is the entire

world to be one nation under globalism. There would be no countries; a total

end of U.S.A. and all other countries.
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Ginny Robinson-Brown Apr 13

I’ve been saying for years that the welfare state is allowing ppl to come here and

not assimilate. When ppl don’t assimilate, they don’t make this country better, they

just bring all the failed policies and beliefs with them, where they survive and grow

in their little pockets of “Chinatown” and “Little India” and “Little Mexico”. Welfare is

what allows them to live here without learning English, for example. How do you file

a police report, or an insurance claim, when you can’t speak the language? Oh,

that’s ok, we’ll provide you an interpreter. I used to talk about menus being in

English and Spanish, and how ridiculous it was. Ppl would get angry with me, but

they didn’t understand how this kind of “pandering” leads to bigger issues. I went

to a store in my own town, where the clerk spoke to me in Spanish. I politely said

“I’m sorry, I don’t speak Spanish”, and he got ANGRY with me, telling me in broken

English that I “should” speak Spanish. Entitlement begets more entitlement. I saw a

woman being interviewed in a documentary about a crime that took place (a

tragedy, no doubt) more than 20 years prior. She didn’t speak a single word of

English, but she had moved to this country 30 years before this interview took

place. There’s just no excuse for it. I’m in no way saying I don’t appreciate the

culture, I actually LOVE the different cultures from around the world sprinkled

throughout ours. But there’s a huge difference in maintaining your culture, and

paying homage to it, and refusal to assimilate. I want them to hold onto their

cultures, and I want to learn about them, but they need to assimilate or I want

nothing to do with them anymore. This has gone too far, and I hate saying that, I

really do, but I’ve had enough. Laken Riley being murdered at UGA, where I take my

own daughter once a week for a band thing she’s doing right now, where I went to

college myself…no, I’ve had enough.
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Jeanette McKee Apr 13

Thank you for this Naomi, I now realize what happened recently when both my

husband and myself had our annual eye exam to get a new pair of glasses, at a VSP

Insurance authorized Optometry provider facility. After trying on numerous frames,

all covered under our Insurance, we each had chosen our favorite frames. When we

sat down with the specialist to finish our purchase of the glasses, we were both told

that the facility "COULD NOT SELL US THOSE FRAMES BECAUSE THEY WERE

DESIGNATED FOR THOSE ON MEDI-CAL AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS". We definitely

felt discrimination that day. I am just fine with providing frames to those in need,

but when the sale of the frames is prohibited to EVERYONE else, something is

wrong!
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David Lamb Cosmic Consultant Apr 13

Part of the reason there’s no solution is because nobody ever says who’s actually

orchestrating the subversion ‘The UN’ is a fictitious name, describing a fictitious

organization that’s run by real people who hide behind multiple layers of fiction.

Using terms such as ‘the US’, ‘the UN’, ‘NATO’, ‘Russia’ to describe actors is just

playing along with the aeons-old game of deception and public ignorance. The UN

is simply an extension of the Anglo-American-Jewish empire that has, under many

previous guises, ruled over humanity since ancient Egypt. Every governmental and

private organization on the planet that has real power serves the same ruling crime

syndicate.

But the masses of humanity love stupidity and impotence, because taking their

power back is just too much real work. So we blame everything on fictitious entities

so that we need do nothing.
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LINCOLN LOVER Apr 14

CORRECT! THEY SIT IN ROME.THEY CONTINUE TO DECEIVE TO TAKE ALL

EYES OFF ROME.
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Mary Apr 13

good except ""the Anglo-american- jewish" empire is but another front that

the dark cult has used, dating back to Baal worshipping days (at least) Nothing

"bad" per say about Anglos, Americans or Jews.
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David Lamb Cosmic Consultant Apr 13

Yes, I wrote the same, just using different descriptives. I don’t agree about

Judaism, as it’s central mission has always been the oppression, murder,

and enslavement of non-Jews. Global enslavement (and mass murder of

all who don’t willingly submit) is the key condition necessary for the return

of their god, Baal, or Satan. Anyone who chooses to look will learn this

easily.

Nobody good is also a member of the predatory cult, in my view. This also

applies to all of the other organs of the cult that go by different names.
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Mary Apr 13

there is judaism & then there is talmudic infiltrated judaism. Judaism

was not always a murderous cult & still is not, but it looks that way

when it is the Judaism that is talmudic influenced
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David Lamb Cosmic Consultant Apr 13

A while back I would've agreed, but now we just have a different

view. In recent years I've gone deep into the history and origins

of Judaism, and now I see the Talmud as a very truthful

reflection of what Judaism has always been. I think too many

people, even many born Jewish, are looking only superficially,

and seeing what feels good.
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Mary Apr 14

well, i can't dispute what you claim, because i cannot recall

precisely what all i've heard on this topic but for now i will

have to stick w the impression of what i have seen on the

topic over the yrs
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Brandon is not your bro Apr 13

We’ve been conned , at our tax payer money 

💰
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David White Apr 13

I am very sorry to hear this experience of this mysoginistic bullying. I am a

white man of 62 years. However conflating this with an argument against

immigration is not right either. America is a nation built of immigrants from all

around the world. So stopping immigration would be hypocritical and wrong.

That does not excuse this lady’s experience or cancel her out in any way. My

personal belief is that there needs to be an urgent national dialogue about how

this must be addressed. Because I do believe that people who are lucky

enough to be rewarded with a place to live in our culture should agree to learn

to adapt to our rules. If they break them in this vile way then they absolutely

need to be threatened with the end of their residency agreement. I know that is

a challenge but we are a great country. But slamming the door shut is not the

answer.
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Di Chez Di’s Substack Apr 14

Unfortunately, at this point the door needs slammed shut. We are starting

to look like Commifornia here in Texas with housing subsidies are houses

upon houses ON TOP of each other! They are paying $200,000 for small

homes you most assuredly can hear your neighbors fart in their homes!!!

Pass sugar through windows. And this is becoming the norm because for

YEARS Texas has been targeted by Big Box companies and far left owned

hospitals transferring in their WOKE employees! Colleges giving

scholarships to woke, indoctrinated students! The majority of the doctors

at the VA are from India and everywhere but white Americans! Pardon the

French but if you've ever watched National Lampoon's Christmas Vacation

you know cousin Eddie's famous line...The Shitter's Full! My neighbor is

from Venezuela. She won that lottery years back. She's an amazing

Christian lady! Her and her husband are the 2 most giving people I've ever

met! She's also a nurse and completely against the vaccines...ALLLLL of

them! She'll tell you from experience...good immigrants can't get in!!! Her

sister can barely get a travel visa to visit! Those coming in illegally ARE

NOT GOOD PEOPLE! Good people don't break the law!
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E. Grogan Apr 13

What most folks here are talking about is ILLEGAL immigration. We aren't

screening any of the people coming in here willy-nilly. They are bringing

diseases into this country that have never been here before or were

eradicated long ago. Leprosy has been spotted in Florida for example and

tuberculosis is on the rise where once it had just about been eradicated.

There are tons of criminals such as drug and child sex traffickers coming

in here. They are being given housing, food, clothing, and thousands of

dollars to spend. All this comes right out of our pockets. Denver just said

they are taking $90 MILLION and giving it to illegals and taking it from

those American citizens who are on low-income programs such as Medi-

cal. I couldn't get on Medi-cal in Calif 3 yrs ago even though I worked all

my life since I was 12 and always paid into Social Security, Medi-Cal etc. I

couldn't get my teeth fixed for example. But at the dentist's office I saw

illegals with braces and they were on Medi-Cal, I saw them show I.D. and

talked to employees at dentist's office. I've seen numerous news articles

of these illegals murdering our children, and older people and doing

horrible things to other people who are now maimed for life. We don't

need that element here. The courts are NOT jailing them, they're letting

them run free in our society and the don't care who they hurt; many in fact

get off on it.
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Mary Apr 13

she didn't say all immigration needs to stop, she is discussing the problem

w the organized immigration program now going on that is not playing by

the normal rules of obtaining legal immigration status in the u.s. why do

you exaggerate her message?
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David White Apr 13

Thx. I’m not intentionally exaggerating her message. To my

knowledge there is no organized immigration program outside of the

normal rules. US is famously difficult to enter unless you satisfy the

‘normal rules’.
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Mary Apr 14

right. well its a deep state/cia operation (i.e. covert) you just

gotta be alright w being a criminal & get in w the cia to facilitate

your entry
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SPQR70AD Apr 13

you are a white man and an idiot. in 1790 Imm law passed said only white

europeans could come to america. that law stood until 1964
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David White Apr 14

In what way is your judgment of me as an idiot either helpful,

insightful or meaningful? Is your comment supposed to assume that I

agree with that racist law? I will resist the urge to simply insult you

back. By using insults you are separating us apart. Tolerance,

acceptance and understanding is harder to sustain when you

cheapen the argument with bad language.
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SPQR70AD Apr 14 · edited Apr 14

I detest when I hear US a country of immigrants. finish the

sentence. they were white immigrants for almost 200 years.

nobody gave them money housing food and medical care. they

had to fight Indians the british french mexicans the spanish

starve watch 60% of their newborns die work themselves to the

bone.

that 1790 law allowed the US to build the greatest country ever.

we are going down in all aspects of standards of living at the

same rate of the white population going from 93% to 58%. the

reason China will pass the US I think their economy has is cause

they are mainly homogenous speak same language. same with

Japan. if they were bigger they would have passed US decades

ago. that is why the jews got all the money and control the world.

460 languages spoken in NYC. in the history of the world there

was never a empire with a suicidal mix of languages and a giant

mixture of the dumbest backward people in it
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Kathleen Janoski Apr 13

Illegal aliens are breaking our laws.

It is disrespectful, and demeaning, to every immigrant who comes here

legally.

The legal ones submit required paperwork, pay the fees, show with bank

statements they will not be a financial burden, and are interviewed and

vetted by DHS to prove they are not here to cause the US harm.
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Brandon is not your bro Apr 13

🎯
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Melanie Apr 13

Jewish groups are doing this. This is an extension of Zionism, where part of that

plan is to destroy the west, and countries with a white majority.
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Mary Apr 13

zionists hide behind the jews/judaism. i would not call these groups "jewish" ,

maybe "fake jews" & zionists & zionists affiliated people. of course perhaps

relatively innocent jews get caught up in the bullshit.
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SPQR70AD Apr 13

jews were thrown out of 109 countries 1500 years before the word

zionism was coined
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Mary Apr 13

again fake jews. the dark cult was going on before insinuating itself

into judaism, which i understand happened in the 8th century when

the khazars agreed to choose Judaism as their religion per an

agreement w a Russian czar.
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SPQR70AD Apr 13

1st jewish temple destroyed in 600 BC by babylon. the jews

taken captive. in babylon the jews got into black magic kabbalah

devil worship and wrote the most evil book in history the talmud.

so that means there were fake jews for 2600 years?

so when were there real jews 10,000BC 20,000BC a million BC?
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Mary Apr 13

the fake jews wrote the talmud , not the real jews
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SPQR70AD Apr 13

unbelievable. nobody is a real jew. according to you

reals jews are as common as Bigfoot. where are they?

show me some. name them
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Mary Apr 13

Naomi Wolf, Roseanne Barr.. & many others
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SPQR70AD Apr 13

I like Naomi she has come a long way but I

dont think she is a religious jew she is just a

regular person a good woman
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Mary Apr 14

oh i think she is indeed an observant jew
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E. Grogan Apr 13 · edited Apr 13

If you read the Bible Old Testament you will see there were

the real, historic Jews who worshipped God and there were

Satanists who worsipped satan/baal. They have pretended

to be Jews since 900's (not 8th century as the above post

says). I've done a lot of research on this. Their DNA tells us

they are Turks/Mongolians, they aren't descended from the

Jews who worshipped God of the Bible.
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SPQR70AD Apr 13

the jews god in the OT was the devil
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E. Grogan Apr 13

EXACTLY!!
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Mary Apr 13

Bulan

Khagan

Bulan was a Khazar king who led the conversion of the

Khazars to Judaism. His name means "elk" or "hart" in

Old Turkic. The date of his reign is unknown, as the

date of the conversion is hotly disputed, though it is

certain that Bulan reigned some time between the mid-

8th and the mid-9th centuries. Nor is it settled whether

Bulan was the Bek or the Khagan of the Khazars.

Wikipedia
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E. Grogan Apr 13

Thank you for that info. What I"ve read in

numerous places from historians and Russian

history is that it was rulers of Russia in 900's who

issued that choice to Khazars. Perhaps both are

right, I don't know. But they are called Khazarian

Jews because they lived in Khazaria (Ukraine at

the time) which was part of Russia. This is covered

in Wikipedia under "Khazars". The same entry also

says this:

"The ruling elite of the Khazars was said by Judah

Halevi and Abraham ibn Daud to have converted to

Rabbinic Judaism in the 8th century,[18] but the

scope of the conversion to Judaism within the

Khazar Khanate remains uncertain.[19]"

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Khazars
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Mary Apr 13

i think Khazaria spill out of ukraine borders...

not sure if it include ALL of ukraine....
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E. Grogan Apr 13

IIRC, it's only a part of Ukraine, so you're

probably right.
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Mary Apr 13

thank you
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AwakeRedPilled Apr 13 · edited Apr 13

Yes, there is a difference. Zionists versus Hebrew Jews are often at odds

with each others views, - even within Israel .

Unfortunately most of the world doesn’t understand this political nuance.

Just like there are many differences within the Christian faith - sometimes

extreme differences that are NOT biblical but man made “added”

traditions and cultish behaviors .
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Mary Apr 13

yes, its complicated and msm keeps it that way
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AwakeRedPilled Apr 13 · edited Apr 13

Globalist owned propaganda machines.

Hitlers propaganda minister said propaganda works best when

the people “ think “ they are making their own decisions.

The script is provided, the readers read them with obedience,

and the non thinking viewers receive the feed and regurgitate it

without doing any research.

They proudly defend their positions when challenged but all

without any evidence to back their position up.

These social architects have the formula down - they’ve been

doing this for years, and refining their magic art.

They are magicians who transplant ideas and know the

unthinking will believe they came to that conclusion themselves.

It’s all slight of hand.
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LINCOLN LOVER Apr 14

The source of all the war and strife began with the

defenders of the papal seat, the jesuits, and they control

the entire world and use whomever and whatever they

please. They have created every secret society and surely

have directed all hatred from themselves [[which was great]

to all these fake jews now. [[Edmond Paris, The Secret

History of the Jesuits]
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AwakeRedPilled Apr 14

All the secret societies are up to no good.
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Yuri Bezmenov How To Subvert Subversion with … Apr 13 · edited Apr 13

Michael Yon tried to warn to warn us. He has been documenting the UN and NGO

human trafficking operations throughout Central America. It's an invasion:

https://yuribezmenov.substack.com/p/how-to-invade-the-usa-30-min-podcast
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AwakeRedPilled Apr 13

I am gobsmacked at the level of betrayal going on within our country.

UN are hosted in NYC. Yet they are doing things that are contrary and

treasonous to our laws.

LIKE (9) REPLY (2) SHARE

E. Grogan Apr 13

They have always been a tool for ushering in communism/marxism. I've

done lots of research on them. They are not our friend, they are a tool of

globalists and their goal is marxism/socialism/communism.

LIKE (10) REPLY SHARE

Peter hart Pete’s Substack Apr 13

Years ago in the mid- part of the 20th century the old guard right wing

labeled the UN as very dangerous and a tool for the globalists as it was

founded by Rockefellers. I would again as they did at least call for its

expulsion.Mayor Adams could at least house more illegals in its

buildings.

LIKE (7) REPLY (2) SHARE

AwakeRedPilled Apr 13

👍 😆

. Agreed! We need to expel them .

There are not pro America.

LIKE (4) REPLY SHARE

E. Grogan Apr 13

My parents were born in 1920 & they always thought U.N. was

Marxism/communism. The older I get, the more I realize they were

right.
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